The State of Medical and Healthcare
E-Commerce in 2019
With the introduction of Amazon into the online healthcare sales
space, the industry is seeing a slew of changes and disruptors
that are impacting the status quo.

70%

Today:
over

70%

of all

hospitals and health systems
still purchase the majority
of their medical supplies
offline through distributors
but

7 in 10 buyers want to make 75% (or more) of purchases online.

Why e-commerce for healthcare:
A look at current market value, the competitive landscape,
and the opportunity in online sales

Market value of medical supplies
e-commerce in 2019:

Market value of medical supplies
e-commerce by 2023:

$3 billion

$11 billion

New online
competitors (2014-):

Market value of total medical
e-commerce by 2022:

$200 billion

10%+

IBIS World, Frost & Sullivan

Healthcare organizations have
identified some of their top goals for 2019:
Increase efficiency of
purchase process

47%

Internal client satisfaction

38%

Cost savings

44%

And a strong e-commerce channel can help achieve them.
Sapio Research, 2019

Still, challenges and disruptive trends cause friction
in the industry’s move to online sales, including:

According to Sapio Research, in the next 5 years,
healthcare organizations expect to continue to
be impacted by these trends.
In addition:

30%

expect to need to consolidate supply
and product vendors (further) by
2023 in order to cut costs.

Today’s Biggest Hurdle:
The Amazon Effect
In 2017 alone, Amazon
made up 35% of all online
healthcare supply sales
(a value of $2.1 billion).
In turn, the industry is consolidating,
merging and beginning to sell online
to remain competitive.

Amazon typically undercuts margins by
10-20% which means businesses today need
to keep pace, or catch up quickly if they’re not.

How Sana can help drive better medical e-commerce:

Read our 2019 Guide to Selling Pharmaceuticals
and Medical Supplies Online
https://info.sana-commerce.com/int_wp_get-ahead-of-the-amazon-effectin-medical-e-commerce.html
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